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AZURE

On-Boarding Workshop
Built for the Cloud
Do you currently have Azure on your Enterprise
Agreement, but don’t know where to start?
KiZAN can assist with planning how and where to use
Azure for your business as well as have you using
Azure in the first day!
KiZAN’s one day on-boarding workshop can help
outline the steps for your organization to effectively
start using Azure in your business. Our solution
architects will work to identify and document the key
technical issues of implementing Azure in your
environment. Onboarding with Azure will include:






Determining your business needs and how
Azure can help solve them.
Identifying how Azure can impact any current
and future projects.
Setting up the enterprise portal using your
Azure EA Benefits.
Currently on O365? We’ll make use of your
existing Azure Active Directory.
Reviewing the functional areas of the portal
and what Azure has to offer.

Achieve Your Ideal
Environment in Azure
KiZAN’s one day on-boarding workshop is the
perfect service to identify the critical steps for
achieving your ideal cloud environment inside
Azure. KiZAN’s extensive experience with Azure
affords us the capability to provide our customers
with advice and implementation assistance that
will make your Azure Cloud experience a positive
one.
If you would like additional training on Azure we do
offer a 1 to 3 day boot camp that offers instruction,
demonstrations, and labs.
*As a Microsoft EA customer, you may be eligible
to utilize Deployment Planning Service vouchers
for this workshop as well. For continued Azure
projects, you MAY also be eligible for Microsoft
Azure funding to supplement your projects. This
will depend on your enterprise agreement.*

$2000.00

Contact Cassie Hendricks today for more information: cassieh@kizan.com or 502-410-5882.
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